Nimali

Camps & Experiences
B R O C H U R E

Nimali
Africa
Nimali is a Swahili word for wealth. We at Nimali
Africa believe nature is Africa’s greatest wealth.
There are places where meaningful connections with
nature come naturally...

Experience the Magic of Tanzania
Unﬁltered time and space have the power to deepen
the bonds that matter the most especially with loved
ones and with yourself. Words are often not
necessary when you watch in awe the great migration
crossing the Mara River or are humbled by close
encounters with large herds of elephants. We want
our guests to enjoy a once in a lifetime experience and
know Africa as we know it. A home away from home.
We hope our guests use this time on safari to
disconnect from the everyday and reconnect with
nature.
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Nimali
Tarangire
Stillness & Serenity Rediscovered
Situated in its own private concession, alongside a
riverbed and well hidden amongst the acacia &
baobab trees, there is nothing more exclusive than
having thousands of acres full of beautiful wildlife and
ﬂora - all just for you. We believe privacy is the new
luxury.
Natural materials have been merged with
contemporary decor, to provide guests with a
unforgettable stay. Intimate guest areas include a
spacious, open-fronted lounge and library with a
selection of safari books. The dining area opens up to
a traditional boma and swimming pool that overlooks
the waterhole, where wildlife regularly gather to
drink.
A unique safari experience with night game drives,
walking safaris, ﬂy- in camping and private lunches in
the river bed, loose yourself in the stillness,
wilderness and rediscover serenity.
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LOCATION & ACCESS

Located only 2.5 hours from the city of Arusha,
and adjacent to the eastern boundary of
Tarangire National Park, Nimali Tarangire is the
perfect starting or ending point for the northern
safari circuit.
Tarangire national park is a hidden gem on the
northern safari circuit. The park is renowned for
its stunning baobab trees and large herds of
elephants. The park also provides excellent
habitat for lion, leopard, buffalo and many
antelope species unique to East Africa. These
include the lesser kudu, fringe-eared oryx,
gerenuk and grant’s gazelle.
The nearest international airport is Kilimanjaro
International Airport. The camp is a 2.5 hours
drive from Arusha airport. Guests can ﬂy to
Manyara or Kuro airstrip with a private charter
or scheduled ﬂight from Arusha airport. They
can also private charter to the WMA Randelien
airstrip which is only 15 minutes game drive
away.
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Accommodation

All ten of the suites are well laid out and each have a private deck
overlooking the river bed. The spacious decks provide an exceptional
experience for guests to relax and unwind, welcoming uninterrupted
game-viewing as various wildlife pass by. Each self contained suite is
comfortably furnished with rain showers, vanity with double basins,
writing desk with ample charging points, and a reading corner.
Spacious in room design features a mix of contemporary and earthy
furnishings, completed with ﬁxed bathroom walls & wooden doors.
Every effort is made to ensure that our guests feel at home and have an
amazingly unique Tanzanian safari experience.
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Nimali
Central Serengeti

Immerse Yourself In Nature
Located at eye level with grazing herds of wildlife, the camp
has been beautifully designed to capture the best views over
the Serengeti plains, offering guests a peaceful and nurturing
place of solitude and respite from modern life. It embodies the
essence of intuitive simplicity and comfort, further providing
the opportunity to rest, restore and revive.
Designed to provide an authentic safari experience with all the
modern furnishings, while exerting minimal impact on the
environment. Guests are immersed in nature and have the
unforgettable experience of being under canvas in the middle
of the wilderness, bringing the sights and sounds of the bush
closer than ever before.
Sundowners can be enjoyed under the lantern lit tree with a
large open ﬁre every evening. Enjoy endless views, ﬁre-lit
meals under the vast African sky, guided game drives and
probably the most beautiful balloon ﬂight in the world.
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LOCATION & ACCESS

Set in the heart of the Serengeti plains, offering
utter seclusion and great access to the annual
migration and the ‘Big 5’. Nimali Central
Serengeti is close to Makoma hill, which is best
known for large herds of Buffalo, Giraffe,
Elephants & predators such as Lions, Cheetahs
and Hyenas. It is a good area for game viewing
all year around.
Serengeti national park is one of the most
renowned wildlife parks and is well known for
its great migration. The variety and abundance
of wildlife in the Serengeti is unmatched to
anywhere else in Africa, which is why it is such
an integral part of a Tanzanian safari.
The nearest international airport is Kilimanjaro
International Airport. Guests can ﬂy to
Seronera airstrip via a private charter or sche
uled ﬂight from Arusha airport. The camp is a 40
minute game drive from the airstrip.
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Accommodation

Redeﬁning the classic tented safari, the expansive tents are thoughtfully tailored with rain showers, double basin vanity, writing desk, ﬁxed
wooden doors & Persian carpets, providing guests with all the
comforts and luxuries, one would expect. With only eight suites,
privacy and personal attention is guaranteed. The private veranda ‘ s in
each suite overlook the wide open spaces of the Serengeti, allowing
our guests to appreciate the exceptional beauty of the natural world.
The healing power of nature has never been more apparent, and
neither has our need for the time and space in which to ﬁnd this
balance. All efforts are made to ensure our guests have extraordinary
experiences that revive and awaken the senses, offering moments of
meaning and creating everlasting memories.
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Nimali Mara
(Kogatende - Serengeti)

Unfiltered Sense Of Time & Space
A hidden oasis in a remote location that ensures guests a
peaceful and nurturing place of solitude and endless
opportunities to unwind and experience Tanzania’s wildlife up
close. This boutique and intimate tented camp offers a sense
of sophisticated elegance and is beautifully designed with
contemporary, and organic decor.
The lounge and dining offer spectacular views of the Serengeti
plains and the amazing wildebeest migration. An inﬁnity pool
is set within a rocky natural cave overlooking the endless
plains, where resident wildlife frequently pass by.
Experience the magic of the bush and marvel at the unspoilt
wilderness that surrounds it. With its seamless combinations
of safari opulence, in- and outdoor connections with nature,
this boutique and intimate tented camp offers unﬁltered sense
of time and space.
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LOCATION & ACCESS

Set in the more remote area of Kogatende, in
the northern sector of the Serengeti National
Park, Nimali Mara is located about 30 minutes
from the Mara River.
The Serengeti National Park derives its name
from the Maasai word “Siringet” which means ‘a
vast land that runs forever, where endless plains
meet the sky’. The park is absolutely huge and is
divided into four distinct areas. The Northern
area of Lobo and Kogatende meet up with
Kenya’s Maasai Mara reserve and are well
known for the spectacular crossings of the Mara
river. The Serengeti guarantees an exceptional
safari experience.
The nearest international airport is Kilimanjaro
International Airport. Guests can ﬂy to
Kogatende airstrip via a private charter or
scheduled ﬂight from Arusha airport. The camp
is a 35 minute game drive from the airstrip.
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Accommodation

Each suite is purposefully placed to capture the best views of the
plains. From the uncluttered beauty of the interior spaces, to the glass
wall overlooking the vivid landscape and captivating wildlife, this is a
meticulously designed haven that encourages stillness and serenity.
Every suite has a private deck with a swing bed & a beautiful large
copper bath tub, with a window that opens out into the plains bringing
a level of closeness to nature that heightens the sights, sounds and
smells of the bush. We ensure our guests are offered an alluring escape
from the world and a tranquil retreat in the heart of the African
savannah.
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The Nimali

Experience
We are committed to delivering personalised and exclusive
experiences designed just for you. Leveraging the extensive beauty
of the landscape, we transform any opportunity to make every
moment memorable.

Once you’ve woken up to the sights and sounds of the bush , traversed its
wide open spaces and encountered the wildlife thriving under the warm
African sun, you will always long to return to this continent where time
stands still and the soul can reset itself

Float above

Enchanted nights under stars

Thrilling night drive

Unwind & Relax

Toast the spectacular sunset

Bush Dining

Explore on foot

Kids on Safari

Jump high with the Maasai
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Our Commitment To
Wildlife & Wilderness
Conservation
Our vision has been to create a private
sanctuary not just to escape the stress of
daily life but to reconnect with life and
the moments that truly matter. Nature is
a natural destressor. We provide the
opportunities for our guests to
re-establish a connection by making
space for the rest to restore us. From the
design of our camps to the services we
offer, Nimali provides the ultimate
experience to connect with the world’s
most prized asset: nature. We are
responsible and committed towards the
environment and wildlife that surrounds
us. We strongly believe that every trip to
Africa should beneﬁt local communities
directly, to ensure the conservation of
wildlife which is our greatest resource.

and beautifully furnish each of our
camps, creating sustainable and
authentic safari experiences. All our
camps are small and specially
designed to be as eco-friendly as
possible, and to limit the impact on
the land. We operate fully on solar
for our energy including solar water
pumps, heaters and solar fridges.
We have a no plastic policy and are
introducing reﬁllable water bottles
for game drives to decrease the
consumption of one-use plastic

We remain committed to the conserv ation
of wildlife as it is precisely our greatest
resource, and the surrounding communities.
We all have a part to play in protecting this
great continent, its untouched wilderness
spaces and creating a legacy for the next
generation.

Our passion for nature and desire to
ensure our guests have a real African
safari inspired us to custom design,
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Contact Us

nimaliafrica

+255 758 311 750

nimaliafrica

reservations@nimaliafrica.com

nimaliafrica

www.nimaliafrica.com

